November 14, 2013

MEMORANDUM

TO:

The Buildings and Grounds Committee:
Timothy B. Robertson, Chair
Hunter E. Craig
Helen E. Dragas
Kevin J. Fay
Frank E. Genovese
William H. Goodwin Jr.
John A. Griffin
John L. Nau III
George Keith Martin, Ex Officio
Timothy Beatley, Faculty Consulting Member
and
The Remaining Members of the Board and Senior Advisor:
Frank B. Atkinson
Blake E. Blaze
Allison Cryor DiNardo
Marvin W. Gilliam Jr.
Victoria D. Harker

Bobbie G. Kilberg
Stephen P. Long, M.D.
Edward D. Miller, M.D.
Linwood H. Rose
Leonard W. Sandridge Jr.

FROM:

Susan G. Harris

SUBJECT:

Minutes of the Meeting of the Buildings and Grounds
Committee on November 14, 2013

The Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Board of Visitors of
the University of Virginia met, in Open Session, at 1:30 p.m., on
Thursday, November 14, 2013, in the Board Room of the Rotunda; Timothy
B. Robertson, chair, presided.
Hunter E. Craig, Helen E. Dragas, Kevin J. Fay, Frank E.
Genovese, William H. Goodwin Jr., John A. Griffin, and Leonard W.
Sandridge Jr. were present.
Present as well were Teresa A. Sullivan, Susan G. Harris, Donna
Price Henry, Patrick D. Hogan, R. Edward Howell, David W. Martel,
McGregor McCance, David J. Neuman, Nancy A. Rivers, Pamela H. Sellers,
Colette Sheehy, and Donald E. Sundgren.
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Mr. Robertson opened the meeting by asking Ms. Sheehy, Vice
President for Management and Budget, to present the consent agenda.
Consent Agenda: Architect/Engineer Selection: Emergency Department,
Operating Room and Inpatient Bed Expansion
Ms. Sheehy said they received 21 letters of interest from firms;
three were small- or woman-owned businesses, three were Virginia
firms, and five firms were short-listed. They selected Perkins + Will
from Washington DC, who are nationally recognized in medical
facilities planning and design and have a significant portfolio of
successful hospital expansion projects within academic medical
centers.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF ARCHITECT/ENGINEER SELECTION, EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT,
OPERATING ROOM, AND INPATIENT BED EXPANSION
RESOLVED, Perkins + Will of Washington, DC is approved for
performance of architectural services for the Emergency Department,
Operating Room, and Inpatient Bed Expansion project.
- - - - - - - - Action Item: Schematic Design Review:

Education Resource Center (ERC)

At the request of the Committee in September, the design of the
Education Resource Center was modified to accommodate an additional
floor. The floor will maximize use of the site, preserve original
design intent, and provide an additional 10,500 GSF of space. The
total scope of the project with this expansion is 45,900 GSF with a
budget of $29.86 million.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
SCHEMATIC DESIGN APPROVAL FOR EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
RESOLVED, the schematic design for the Education Resource Center,
dated November 14, 2013, prepared by CO Architects, in conjunction
with the Architect for the University and others, is approved for
further development and construction.
- - - - - - - - Action Item: Project Approval: Revised Scope and Cost:
Resource Center and Gross Anatomy Renovation

Education

Ms. Sheehy reviewed two projects for inclusion in the Major
Capital Projects Program: the revised scope and project cost for the
Education Resource Center, and the Gross Anatomy Lab Renovation. The
latter project will renovate the interior of the gross anatomy
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teaching space and co-locate the fresh tissue teaching lab in Jordan
Hall. The improvements have an estimated cost of between $4 and $5
million, and are needed for accreditation. In response to a question
from Ms. Dragas, Ms. Sheehy said the Gross Anatomy Lab project would
be funded from Medical School cash reserves. Ms. Dragas said cash is
a form of resources but not a source of resources. She said in the
future she would like to see the generating source of cash reserves,
and on this project she would like to know how much funding will come
from gifts and how much from cash. Ms. Sheehy said she would get that
information to Ms. Dragas.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF REVISION TO THE UNIVERSITY’S MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS
PROGRAM - EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER AND GROSS ANATOMY LAB RENOVATION
WHEREAS, the University proposes an increase of 10,500 gross
square feet at an estimated cost of $4 million to the Education
Resource Center, and addition of the Gross Anatomy Renovation project,
to the Major Capital Projects Program;
RESOLVED, the Board of Visitors approves revising the Major
Capital Projects Program to expand the scope of the Education Resource
Center, bringing the total budget to $29.86 million, and to add the
Gross Anatomy Lab Renovation project at an estimated cost of $4.0 $5.0 million.
- - - - - - - - Design Review Item: Schematic Design Review:
Office and Shop Support Building

Facilities Management

The Facilities Management Office and Shop Support Building will
provide 14,000 GSF to consolidate services from multiple locations.
Schematic designs are normally brought before the committee
twice, once for review and once for approval; however, the committee
agreed to advance the project at this meeting.
On motion, the following resolution was approved:
SCHEMATIC DESIGN APPROVAL FOR THE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT OFFICE AND
SHOP SUPPORT BUILDING
RESOLVED, the schematic design for the Facilities Management
Office and Shop Support Building, dated November 14, 2013, prepared by
Bowey Gridley Architects, in collaboration with the Architect for the
University and Facilities Management, is approved for further
development and construction.
- - - - - - - - -
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Newcomb Road Chiller

The Newcomb Road Chiller Plant will improve pipeline and
operational efficiencies and consolidate chilled water production into
a single location.
The committee agreed to advance this project by approving the
schematic design for the chiller plant at this meeting.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
SCHEMATIC DESIGN APPROVAL FOR THE NEWCOMB ROAD CHILLER PLANT
RESOLVED, the schematic design for the Newcomb Road Chiller
Plant, dated November 14, 2013, prepared by Affiliated Engineering
Incorporated in association with Glave Holmes Architects, in
collaboration with the Architect for the University and Facilities
Management, is approved for further development and construction.
- - - - - - - - Discussion of Committee Goals
Mr. Robertson briefly discussed potential committee goals for the
next year: (1) developing a comprehensive space planning/real estate
management approach; (2) continuing the sustainability resolution
adopted in 2011; (3) advancing the Jeffersonian Grounds Initiative
(JGI) with priority being given to the Rotunda renovation. He noted
that process/continuous improvement should also be a priority and goal
of the Buildings and Grounds Committee.
The space planning goal generated discussion around the
University’s use of facilities during holidays and summer breaks.
President Sullivan noted efforts already underway: J-term enrollments
have tripled and residence halls are occupied 80% of all available
time.
Mr. Robertson asked the committee members for input on the goals
with the intent of approving a set of goals at the next committee
meeting.
- - - - - - - - Report by the Vice President for Management and Budget
Ms. Sheehy directed the committee to Appendix A in the written
materials, which outlines facilities needs identified in the Strategic
Plan. These needs are interior renovations totaling $10.64 million
and are not included in the multi-year capital plan approved by the
Board in April. Appendix A can also be found attached to these
minutes.
- - - - - - - - -
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Report by the Architect for the University
Mr. Neuman presented three reports to the committee. First, he
reminded the committee about the Historic Preservation Framework Plan.
In February, he will propose that 40 buildings be added to the Plan.
The Historic Preservation Framework Plan can be found in Appendix B to
these minutes.
Next, he briefly reviewed the plans for expansion of the
University cemetery, which will add in-ground plots and another
columbarium wall.
The last report was on the current land use planning for two
sites located along Ivy Road. One site, known as the Ivy Mountain
area near the 250 Bypass, is the current site of the Children’s
Rehabilitation Center. The activities in this building will be
relocated to the Battle Building upon completion, presenting the
University with an opportunity to evaluate how to reuse this site.
The second area is the Emmet-Ivy Corridor, beginning at the
intersection of Emmet Street and Ivy Road and extending west on Ivy
Road to just east of the Alderman intersection.
There was a great deal of discussion about the plans for the
Emmet-Ivy corridor, and the original intent for the site that is
occupied by the Cavalier Inn. Mr. Goodwin said he understood the
intent was to tear down the building and maintain the property as
green space, improving the appearance of the entrance to the
University. There was some discussion about an interim committee
meeting to review the University’s Master Plan and the property owned
by the University.
- - - - - - - - - EXECUTIVE SESSION
After adopting the following motion, the voting members present
plus Mr. Sandridge, Ms. Sellers, Ms. Harris, Ms. Sullivan, Ms. Henry,
Mr. Hogan, Mr. Howell, Ms. Sheehy, and Ms. Rivers participated in
Executive Session at 2:20 p.m.:
That the Buildings and Grounds Committee go into closed session
to discuss a fundraising strategy and potential gifts from individual
donors for a potential building project, as provided for by Virginia
Code §2.2-3711 A.(8).
- - - - - - - - At 2:40 p.m., the committee left closed session and, on motion,
adopted the following resolution certifying that the deliberations in
closed session had been conducted in accordance with the exemptions
permitted by the Virginia Freedom of Information Act:
That we vote on and record our certification that, to the best of
each Member’s knowledge, only public business matters lawfully
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exempted from open meeting requirements and which were identified in
the motion authorizing the closed session, were heard, discussed or
considered in closed session.
- - - - - - - - On motion, the meeting was adjourned at 2:40 p.m.
- - - - - - - - - SGH:ddr
These minutes have been posted to the University of Virginia’s Board
of Visitors website.
http:/www.virginia.edu/bov/buildingsgroundsminutes.html
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MAJOR PROJECTS STATUS REPORT, FUTURE DESIGN ACTION AND PLANNING STUDIES
OCTOBER 2013
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MAJOR PROJECTS STATUS REPORT, FUTURE DESIGN ACTION AND PLANNING STUDIES
OCTOBER 2013
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MAJOR PROJECTS STATUS REPORT, FUTURE DESIGN ACTION AND PLANNING STUDIES
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MAJOR PROJECTS STATUS REPORT, FUTURE DESIGN ACTION AND PLANNING STUDIES
OCTOBER 2013

University of Virginia
Current Capital Planning Studies

Project

Inactive

Comments

Academic Division / Agency 207
Student Residence: "Sustainability House"
Expansion to Aquatics Facility / Swim Team
Facilities
Contemplative Sciences Center

X
X
Studying Options /
Fundraising
Studying Options
Studying Options
Initial Programming
Initial Programming

UVa Tennis Center
Psychology Research Facility
Student Health Center Addition
McCormick Road Student Residences Renewal

Medical Center / Agency 209
Emergency Department Expansion / Main
Hospital Expansion
Health System Rehab & Recreation Building
Psychiatry Clinic Building
Hospital Renovations to Floors 7 and 8,
Women's and Children's Center

University of Virginia / College at
Wise / Agency 246
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Initial Programming
X
X
Architect Selection

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
ARCHITECT/ENGINEER SELECTION FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS $5 MILLION
PERIOD ENDED September 30, 2013

•

OR

LESS

There are no architect/engineer selections for capital projects
$5M or less for the period ending September 30, 2013.
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Professional and Construction-Related Non-Professional Services Contracts
Quarter Ended September 30, 2013
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
PAVILION OCCUPANCY STATUS
AS OF SEPTEMBER 2013

Pavilion

Occupants

I

Robert Pianta

II

Meredith Woo

III

Harry Harding

Assigned

Availabl
e

Winter November
2018
2010

Comments
Occupied Pavilion III
from Spring 2008 until
Winter 2010

Septembe Septembe
r
r
2009
2014
Spring
Spring
2010
2015
Spring
2018

IV

Larry J. Sabato

October
2002

V & Annex

Patricia Lampkin

Spring
2008

VI

Robert D. Sweeney

Fall
2012

August
1,
2018
Fall
2017

VII

Colonnade Club

VIII Upper
Apartment

John Colley

April
2011

April
2016

VIII Terrace
Apartment

Gerald Warburg

March
2012

March
2017

IX

Dorrie Fontaine

X

Nancy E. Dunlap, M.D.

Montebello

James H. Aylor

Sunnyside

Artificial Pancreas
Project

Weedon House

Carl P. Zeithaml

July
2011
May
2013
April
2012
April
2013
July
2011

July
2016
November
2014
August
2015
March
2015
July
2016
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Extended an additional
five years in November
2010, from Spring 2013 to
May 11, 2018
Occupied Pavilion III
from Summer 2005 until
Spring 2008

Appendices

Appendix A
Strategic Plan: Facilities Needs
The five-year “Cornerstone” strategic plan calls for focused investments in five areas or “pillars”
of the University’s mission:
•
•
•
•
•

Pillar 1: Extend and strengthen the University’s distinctive residential culture
Pillar 2: Strengthen the University’s capacity to advance knowledge and serve the public
through research, scholarship, creative arts, and innovation
Pillar 3: Provide educational experiences that deliver new levels of student engagement
Pillar 4: Assemble and support a distinguished faculty
Pillar 5: Steward the University’s resources to promote academic excellence and affordable
access

While “Cornerstone” lays out a bold vision for the University, it does so with the understanding
that the University’s resource base and residential character cannot support extensive growth in
facilities. Instead, the plan calls for the use of existing facilities, modest renovations, and the use
of technology, collaborative networks, “virtual institutes,” and other strategies to support the
investments to be made in the University.
It is important to note that a multi-year capital plan approved by the Board of Visitors and
updated every two years exists separate from the strategic plan. The following facilities needs,
summarized by pillar, pertain specifically to the strategies outlined in the “Cornerstone” plan:
Pillar 1: Extend and Strengthen the University’s Distinctive Residential Culture. Given that
this pillar seeks to leverage the incredible asset of the University’s Grounds to deepen the
residential experiences of students, it is not surprising that the only need not met by existing
facilities for this pillar is a central location for advising services for all undergraduates that will
be housed in Clemons Library. The plan calls for a $1.44 million renovation project to refit
existing space to meet these needs.
Pillar 2: Strengthen the University’s Capacity to Advance Knowledge and Serve the Public
through Research, Scholarship, Creative Arts, and Innovation. This pillar calls for two
renovations to expand existing space to support scientific and artistic collaborations. It calls for
$2.8 million in renovations to be made to Open Grounds over the five-year term of the plan in
order to support higher levels of collaboration among researchers, particularly among those
affiliated with “virtual institutes,” and to provide research support services to all faculty. The
plan also calls for a $400,000 renovation in the UVa Arts Grounds to support a “maker’s space,”
where artists and designers can produce physical versions of their creative visions.
Pillar 3: Provide Educational Experiences that Deliver New Levels of Student Engagement.
This pillar calls for $2 million in additional renovations within Clemons Library not included
above in Pillar 1. These renovations will create instructional space and learning labs to support
more cutting-edge educational experiences for undergraduate students, including increased
opportunities for social entrepreneurship and other experiential learning.
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Pillar 4: Assemble and Support a Distinguished Faculty. Recognizing the inherent benefits of
faculty working together to engage in curricular innovation, cross-disciplinary collaborations,
and leadership development, this pillar calls for the renovation of a facility as part of the
Jeffersonian Grounds Initiative to house a center for faculty leadership development and
collaboration. While the location of this facility and the cost of any proposed renovations are not
known at this time, the plan recommends that $4 million be set aside within the Jeffersonian
Grounds Initiative for this purpose.
Pillar 5: Steward the University’s Resources to Promote Academic Excellence and Affordable
Access. This pillar does not require any additional facilities, but instead, pushes for the best use
of existing space through the Organizational Excellence initiative. Indeed, it is believed that this
initiative and the new internal financial model will lead to more efficient, effective, and
collaborative use of existing space that will allow the University to achieve the vision set out in
“Cornerstone” with only the modest facilities needs outlined above.
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Appendix B
2007 Historic Preservation Framework Plan: Overview
Essay on the Evolution of UVa Buildings and Landscapes
INTRODUCTION
FROM THOMAS JEFFERSON’S TIME DOWN TO OUR OWN, THE DEMANDS OF FULFILLING THE
MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA--TO DEVELOP THROUGH EDUCATION LEADERS WHO
ARE WELL PREPARED TO SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE NATION --HAVE REQUIRED CONTINUAL
CHANGES ON GROUNDS. WHILE THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES ENABLES THE
UNIVERSITY TO PROVIDE FOR PRESENT NEEDS, THE THOUGHTFUL PRESERVATION OF EXISTING
STRUCTURES PROMOTES AN IMMEDIATE CONNECTION TO OUR SHARED PAST. SUCH A
TANGIBLE, EVERYDAY CONNECTION IS VITAL BOTH TO SAFEGUARDING THE DISTINCTION OF
THIS PLACE AND TO STRENGTHENING THE DIRECTION OF ITS MISSION.
THE LAWN, THE ORIGINAL ENSEMBLE OF BUILDINGS THAT CONTINUES TO ACT AS THE HEART
OF THE INSTITUTION, IS CLEARLY FUNDAMENTAL TO THE IDENTITY OF THE UNIVERSITY. THIS
LEGACY OF JEFFERSONIAN ARCHITECTURE IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE SINGLE MOST
IMPORTANT FACTOR TO CONSIDER IN ANY PROPOSED CHANGE TO THE UNIVERSITY’S
ENVIRONMENT. ALL CONSTRUCTION SUBSEQUENT TO JEFFERSON’S TIME HAS OF NECESSITY
ENTERED INTO A DIALOGUE WITH THE UNIVERSITY’S ORIGINAL DESIGN, WITH ITS SITING, AND
WITH THE IDEAS ABOUT EDUCATION THEY EMBODIED. IN THIS SENSE, THE ENTIRE CAMPUS,
NOT ONLY THE SMALL PART TOUCHED PERSONALLY BY JEFFERSON’S OWN HAND, BEARS THE
FOUNDER’S LEGACY.
THE DIALOGUE WITH JEFFERSON’S LEGACY HAS TAKEN DIFFERENT FORMS THROUGH TIME.
EACH OF THE BUILDINGS ON GROUNDS CONTRIBUTES TO THIS ONGOING STORY. IN THE
FOLLOWING CONCISE HISTORY OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND PRESERVATION OF THE
UNIVERSITY, THE SEQUENCE OF BUILDING ON GROUNDS WILL BE DIVIDED INTO FIVE SECTIONS.
THE DATES 1830, 1860, 1890, 1920, AND 1950 WILL DEFINE PERIODS OF BUILDING THAT
RESPONDED TO THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE UNIVERSITY AND ITS LARGER SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL CONTEXTS. FIRST, HOWEVER, IT WILL BE HELPFUL TO REVIEW THE CREATION OF
THE LAWN AND THE IDEAS BEHIND IT.

Jefferson’s Legacy
Jefferson had ruminated for many years over the exact form a new institution of higher
learning might assume. As early as 1810, he wrote:
I consider the common plan followed in this country, but not in others, of making one
large and expensive building, as unfortunately erroneous. It is infinitely better to erect a small
and separate lodge for each professor, with only a hall below for his class, and two chambers
above for himself, joining these lodges with a barracks for a certain portion of the students,
opening into a covered way to give a dry communication between all the schools. The whole of
these arranged around an open square of grass and trees would make it what it should be in fact,
an academical village instead of a common den of noise, filth and fetid air.
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As far as we know, Jefferson’s first visualization of this ideal was the group of drawings
he prepared for Albemarle Academy, a predecessor of the University, in August of 1814. His
site plan for the Academy reveals that there were to have been at least nine pavilions for
professors, distributed among student dormitories on three sides of an open square. When
Jefferson began to realize his conception at Central College--what would become the University
of Virginia--he found that the contours of the actual site were ill suited to this form. The
proposed open square with pavilions and dormitories on three sides became a pair of parallel
ranges, defining two sides of an elongated rectangle. At the suggestion of his friend Benjamin
Latrobe, the northern end of this rectangle was to be filled by a domed building.
Ranges were added to the east and west, including dormitories and “Hotels,” in which the
students would board at separate “messes.” Gardens would be placed between the ranges and the
pavilions. Jefferson observed that this design, in which each range faced a back street, formed
“the commencement of a regular town, capable of being enlarged to any extent which future
circumstances may call for.”
In its completed state, Jefferson’s University neatly summarized his social vision and
educational philosophy. The system of pavilions with student dormitories between them, as
opposed to one large building, would encourage paternal, mentoring relationships between
professor and student. Each representing a professor and thus a field of study, the pavilions
together would function as a catalog of the curriculum. Both the curriculum and the compound
serving it could be extended indefinitely, as circumstances dictated. Instruction would be the
best available: the benefit of a self-contained gentleman’s house for each professor, with the
genteel accouterment of a garden enclosed by serpentine brick walls as well as the use of larger
plots for subsistence gardening and pasturage for horses and cattle, would be a strong
inducement to the best minds of Europe to join the faculty of the University. Finally, as
specimens of architecture, the pavilions would provide exemplars of correct taste for a new
generation of architects and patrons.
If the University was to consist of sub-communities formed around meals or professors,
its larger unity as a place of learning was evident in its distribution around a single green space,
and in the rough equivalence of all pavilions and of all student rooms. Centering this unity was
the building at the head of the Lawn, the Rotunda. Jefferson had imagined the University as
essentially secular, dedicated entirely to the pursuit of knowledge; his domed library, a temple of
reason, was an appropriate crowning element.
The University’s rural location had also been Jefferson’s deliberate choice, reflecting his
hope that a cloistered center of learning would protect students from the vices endemic to towns
and cities. Jefferson envisioned the University as a kind of Elysium, an ideal place of virtue and
felicity, a concept that resonated with the classical images that nourished his imagination. More
than any American of his time, Thomas Jefferson appreciated the symbolic importance of public
architecture, its capacity to embody and promote social ideals. Through all the changes to come,
the conviction of the inescapable relationship between architecture and social values, particularly
as these pertained to education, was a part of Jefferson’s legacy that was never cast aside.
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1830: GROWTH AND THE CHALLENGE TO COMMUNITY
THESE YEARS SAW DEVELOPMENTS THAT JEFFERSON COULD NOT HAVE ANTICIPATED,
INCLUDING SIGNIFICANT GROWTH OF THE STUDENT BODY AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS THAT
WORKED AGAINST THE CLOSE RELATIONSHIP JEFFERSON HAD ENVISIONED BETWEEN
STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS. ALTHOUGH NEW CONSTRUCTION MAINTAINED THE CLASSICAL
STYLE OF THE BUILDINGS JEFFERSON HAD DESIGNED, CHANGES TO THE PAVILIONS, THE
GARDENS, AND THE ROTUNDA ALTERED THE APPEARANCE AS WELL AS THE NATURE OF THE
UNIVERSITY.

Jefferson’s final plan for the University was intended to allow for change: he noted that
the compound he had designed could be enlarged as “future circumstances may call for.” The
future circumstances of the University, however, were to go beyond anything Jefferson could
have foreseen. The University’s design, wonderful as it was, has continued to create challenges
for planners and administrators seeking to respond to the changing conditions of the University
and the world around it.
One of the earliest challenges was the growth in the student population beginning in the
1840s, attributable not only to the University’s reputation but to the expanding prosperity of the
South generally and to the development of the railroad network, which now included connections
to Charlottesville. Between 1842 and 1856, the number of students enrolled rose from 128 to
645. This burgeoning population created a need both for more housing and for more lecture
halls.
Across the road defining the southern boundary of the Lawn, the ground fell away
rapidly, allowing an unobstructed vista toward the Southwest and Ragged Mountains, but
rendering impractical Jefferson’s idea of an indefinite expansion of the Lawn in this direction.
The Lawn was girded by the fenced plots of ground set aside for the use of professors, creating
an agricultural zone around and contiguous to the institution; from the base of the Rotunda to the
north the land fell in a steep slope, planted with Scotch broom. Expansion inevitably required
some violation of the ideal of community embodied in the Lawn.
Countering Jefferson’s intention to foster close mentoring relationships between
professor and student, officials now encouraged students to find room and board in the hotels and
“outboarding” houses of Charlottesville. The on-grounds housing created in 1848 by the
construction of two ranges of scholars’ rooms, embracing a total of twelve units, was located
apart from the Lawn, on Monroe Hill. The State scholars who occupied these rooms and
boarded at Monroe Hill House all received financial assistance, thus creating a social
stratification Jefferson would not be likely to have approved. This segregation paralleled a
growing tendency of University men to divide themselves along social lines, as evidenced in the
emergence of fraternities and secret societies. To accommodate lectures and other activities, in
1853 a new wing, designed by Robert Mills, was added to the Rotunda. The new assembly hall
housed in the Rotunda Annex was large enough to seat the entire University, again contrary to
Jefferson’s conception of the University as a series of smaller communities.
The pavilions saw their own changes. The movement of lectures to the Rotunda Annex,
a consequence of the increased size of the student body, was propelled as well by shifting social
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patterns. The tendency of University youths--sons of slave owners in a time of hardening views
on slavery--towards violent resistance of any measures for discipline contributed to hostile
relationships between students and professors, including the pelting of the pavilions with rocks
and foul substances, and culminating in the 1840 murder of Professor John A. G. Davis. A
mentoring relationship would have been difficult to sustain in these conditions. The emerging
idea of domesticity, in which the home was represented as a refuge from an impure world, would
also have discouraged the practice of holding lectures under the professor’s roof.
As the function of the pavilions changed, professors came to regard their homes and
gardens with strong proprietary feelings. Some pavilions were enlarged by rear extensions or
expanded into adjoining student rooms, in order to provide more spacious quarters. Other
professors closed up doorways, inserted or demolished interior walls. Meanwhile, roofs of some
pavilions as well as student rooms were reconfigured from flat to sloping to address the problem
of leakage. The ornamental gardens behind the pavilions were gradually diminished by the
encroachment of numerous outbuildings to accommodate expanded domestic services. Presentday survivors from this early expansion include the Mews, the Cracker Box, and McGuffey
Cottage.
The effort to counteract violence--which accounts for the institution of the Honor Code in
1842--may have contributed to the University’s participation in a nationwide shift at college
campuses away from training in personal combat to non-competitive sports. In 1851, the
University abandoned boxing, fencing, quarter staff, and broadsword, sports then called
“gymnastics,” for the activities now associated with that name. In Edward Sachse’s famous view
of the University in 1856, a collection of athletic equipment, corresponding to today’s parallel
bars, pommel horse, rings, and balance beam, is shown in a grove of trees across the road from
the south entrance to the Lawn.
Despite these alterations to Jefferson’s plans--and to his ideas--the architectural style of
new building during this period was in large part faithful to the Jefferson idiom, thanks to the
oversight of Visitors John Hartwell Cocke and Joseph Carrington Cabell, collaborators with
Jefferson in the original design of the Lawn. The Visitors’ guardianship of the founder’s
tradition even as they approved changes that moved the University into the national mainstream
is perhaps the first instance of the dialogue with Jefferson’s legacy that innovators at the
University have continued to enter into.
1860: HISTORICAL STYLES, TECHNICAL ADVANCES
THE POPULARITY OF THE PICTURESQUE IN ARCHITECTURE LED TO THE RE-DESIGN OF THE
UNIVERSITY’S LANDSCAPE AND TO NEW STYLES, CALLING ON VARIED HISTORICAL MODELS,
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. DESPITE THEIR ALLUSIONS TO ITALIAN, FRENCH, AND MEDIEVAL
GOTHIC STYLES, THE NEW BUILDINGS EMBODIED THE UNIVERSITY’S NEW CONCERN WITH
BROAD-SCALE TECHNICAL ADVANCES THAT HAD BEGUN BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR AND
ACCELERATED IN THE WAR’S AFTERMATH: A FORWARD-LOOKING INFIRMARY, A NATURAL
HISTORY MUSEUM HONORING DARWIN, A STATE-OF-THE-ART OBSERVATORY.
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The University’s architecture and landscape design of this period marked a sharp break
with Jefferson’s classical style. The creation of meandering paths and on occasion even the
siting of new buildings showed a similar freedom from allegiance to the Lawn’s orthogonal grid.
These stylistic changes were in accordance with national trends in architecture and landscape
design. At the same time, developments in society and culture, particularly in the emerging idea
of the American university, informed the nature and purpose of this new construction.
Pre-Civil War: Pratt and Picturesque Architecture
The appointment of William A. Pratt as Director of Buildings and Grounds in 1858
ushered in a new era in the University’s physical development. During the 1840s and 1850s,
architects and patrons had begun to abandon the cool reason of Roman classicism in favor of an
emotionally charged, romantic architecture, calculated for picturesque effect. The romantic
styles popularized by New York architect Alexander Jackson Davis and his friend, landscape
architect Andrew Jackson Downing, were intended to evoke another time or place and in doing
so to call forth particular longings and sentiments. As a devotee of this tradition, Pratt set out to
remake the University, preparing a master plan to guide the development. Judging from the age
of the trees, he seems to have planted many of the trees that now shade the area north of the
Rotunda, having cleared away the fenced plots of the professors in the Brooks Hall triangle.
Most notable, however, was a lacy network of serpentine paths laid out at the periphery of the
Grounds and ignoring the orthogonal pattern of Jefferson’s earlier plan. The implications of this
scheme were far-reaching, for in creating these new walks, Pratt moved to a more remote
location the utilitarian gardens and pastures, agricultural plots which had surrounded the
University for a quarter century.
Two 1857 buildings designed by Pratt exemplified the architectural styles that would
come to characterize this period. One of these buildings was the University’s first indoor athletic
facility, Squibb Gymnasium (now Levering Hall). Following the national trend to house athletic
activities in purpose-built gymnasia, this structure, created by extending Pavilion F with a twostory addition, was built in the Italianate style, one of the approved manners of picturesque
architecture.
The same style was employed in a new infirmary (now Varsity Hall) constructed in the
same year. Pratt followed the principles of the picturesque in fixing the building’s orientation,
taking his cue from the topography of the hillside on which it stood and from the informal
geometry of the new landscape he was creating. Situated down the hill from East Lawn, Pratt’s
infirmary fronted northeast, and so became the first significant structure to violate the geometry
of Jefferson’s original plan.
The infirmary’s siting apart from the pavilions and dormitories was determined by
hygienic concerns as well. From its inception, the University had been beset by epidemics of
typhoid and other diseases; the laying out of the University Cemetery in 1828 was directly
attributable to the resulting deaths. Measures for cleanliness and ventilation of student rooms
had been instituted in an effort to promote health, and a new water system had been installed in
1854. Still, the epidemics had persisted. In constructing the infirmary, the University not only
responded to but actually helped set in motion a national trend. This was the first purpose-built
infirmary on any American campus. To ensure a healthful setting for the care of ill students, no
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trouble was spared in procuring for the structure all the latest in heating and ventilation
technology. Large windows admitted more light and air, for which sliding shutters allowed
precise control. From the basement, a convection furnace delivered heat to the rooms, free of
combustion’s noxious byproducts. The University’s continuing effort to modernize its
provisions for sanitation would eventually lead to the construction of a general sewage system in
1886.
Post-Civil War: High Victorian
The University’s building program was interrupted by the Civil War and the enormous
distress and dislocation of the post-bellum years. No major building project was undertaken
between 1858 and 1867. When construction began again, it was often funded by philanthropists,
both northern and southern, enriched by the rapid growth of manufactures and the consolidation
of key industries. This construction reflected yet another architectural shift, this time towards the
florid, polychromed richness of historical styles that offered opportunities for novelty and
adornment. The juxtaposition of diverse materials, textures, and colors was a special source of
delight. Architects gloried in ornaments and textures that bespoke the role of handwork in their
creation. Brooks Hall, the gift of Rochester philanthropist Lewis Brooks, was a herald of these
new ideas. Constructed in 1876-77 according to the design of architect John Rochester Thomas,
this French-inspired building’s vertical massing, mansard roof, contrasting materials, and
provocative detail made it unique among University buildings.
Brooks Hall reflected then-current cultural as well as architectural trends, in particular the
prominence of Darwin’s ideas. After the Civil War, natural history museums were created on a
number of campuses across the country, some illustrating the new theory of evolution.
Reportedly, the museum’s contents were arranged to illustrate this controversial new concept of
nature. On the building’s exterior were displayed the names of important naturalists and
thinkers, including Darwin.
Other historical styles inspired the architecture of University buildings of this period.
The Gothic Revival found its first expression at the University in an 1856 gatehouse, the socalled “Chateau Front and Back” erected by Pratt in the ravine where Alderman Library would
eventually stand. The McCormick Observatory, the gift of Leander McCormick of Rockbridge
County, Virginia, younger brother of Cyrus, was medieval in its architectural inspiration,
although definitely modern in its purpose. Built in 1885 on land acquired by Jefferson at the
University’s western periphery for this purpose, the observatory housed an important telescope,
also the gift of McCormick, at that time the largest reflecting instrument in the nation. The handoperated metal dome, too, was a unique structure and had been patented by its designers. The
brick masonry substructure resembles the chapter house of a medieval cathedral, having a series
of buttresses, with windows and blind arches between. Just as the historical styles of these
buildings reflected nationally popular trends in architecture, so the technical fields these
buildings housed were coming to characterize the emergent American university of the period.
In their function as in their design, the few remaining Victorian structures at the University help
define that era’s notion of modernity.
The University’s major Gothic Revival structure is the chapel. The conspicuous absence
of any building dedicated exclusively to Christian worship had long been a subject of complaint.
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The new chapel, completed in 1890, was funded by donations collected locally by the YMCA
and the Ladies Chapel Aid Society over a period of fifteen years--an example of home-grown
philanthropy contributing to the development of the University. The chapel, designed by
Baltimore architect Charles Emmet Cassell, stood opposite Brooks Hall and with that building
completed a northward extension of Jefferson’s rectangular compound. The building’s Gothic
Revival design evoked Christian architecture of the Middle Ages, while its rambling exterior
reflected the Victorians’ delight in irregular, eventful forms, in handcraft, and in varied materials
and textures.
Technological advances brought more change to the University. Photographs of the
Lawn from about 1870 show that a system of outdoor lighting was installed during this period.
Composed of gas fixtures on posts before the colonnades, these lights must have transformed the
nighttime experience of Jefferson’s compound. In the continuing quest to secure a safe, reliable
water supply with adequate pressure, the University sought to dispense with the water tanks atop
the Rotunda, which had begun to leak and were now inflicting damage on the building. 1869
saw the completion of a reservoir created by damming a stream on Observatory Mountain. In
1885 the town of Charlottesville and the University cooperated in an expansion of the reservoir
and in the construction of a ten-inch main that would run through the University on its way to
town.
The appearance of the University compound was altered in other ways as well. The
original black locust trees on the Lawn--shown in decline in the 1870s photographs--were
replaced by ash and maple trees. Vines were allowed to envelop buildings like Brooks Hall,
clothing the architecture in greenery. The museum itself, thanks to its situation, became the
public face of the University. Standing on the extended axis of East Lawn, it fronted toward the
east, addressing the Long Walk that ascended from the point where the Senff Gate now stands-making this building most prominent to those approaching from the direction of Charlottesville.
But the Jeffersonian legacy, apparently replaced by these modern constructions, was about to
take on a new importance at the University and beyond.
1890: THE UNIVERSITY BEAUTIFUL
THE ROTUNDA FIRE OF 1895, IN ITS CALAMITOUS EFFECT NOT ONLY ON THE ROTUNDA BUT ON
THE CLASSROOM SPACE PROVIDED BY THE ACCOMPANYING ANNEX, CREATED THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE UNIVERSITY TO EXPERIENCE THE DEEP AND LASTING INFLUENCE OF
THE ASCENDANT BEAUX ARTS STYLE. THE UNIVERSITY BEAUTIFUL MOVEMENT, WITH ITS
EMPHASIS ON COHERENT PLANNING AND CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE, EXPRESSED ITSELF
LOCALLY IN THE SETTING OUT OF NEW QUADRANGLES, IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COHERENT
ZONES OF ACADEMIC ENDEAVOR, AND IN A RETURN TO A STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE THAT PAID
HOMAGE TO JEFFERSON’S CLASSICISM, A STYLE THAT WAS TO ENDURE AT THE UNIVERSITY
INTO THE 1950S.
The late 19th century saw important developments in the character of the American
university as it grew to incorporate not only a larger and more diverse population of students but
also more numerous departments and programs in response to the professionalization of many
academic fields. The need to manage and rationalize this institutional growth dovetailed with the
major movement in American architecture of this time: the ascendancy of the Beaux Arts
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tradition (ultimately deriving from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris), emphasizing the
development of highly formal planning for the deployment of buildings, open spaces, and
landscape features to create a coherent, harmonious environment in which all components were
interrelated.
The still discernible organization of buildings contiguous to the Lawn dates to this period
and typifies the master planning of Beaux Arts architects. The classicism of these buildings-such as Cabell, Minor, and Fayerweather--exemplifies the favored style of the Beaux Arts school
as it was interpreted in the American context, particularly by practitioners of what was called the
Colonial Revival. In drawing upon American classical architecture of the late 18th and early
19th centuries, the Colonial Revival style not only influenced, but was significantly influenced
by, Jefferson’s own architecture.
Beaux Arts Planning: Response to the Rotunda Fire
Underpinning the nationwide shift from the picturesque and idiosyncratic styles of the
post-bellum years to the more coherent Beaux Arts vision was America’s growing wealth and
ascendant role in the world. This new national stature fostered an exuberant sense of confidence,
a conception of America as a new civilization continuing the westward progress of the
Renaissance. The architects of what scholars have termed the “American Renaissance” sought to
invest American cities with the imperial majesty befitting a great nation. The “White City” of
the World’s Columbian Exposition, held in Chicago in 1893, with its carefully sited exhibition
halls and administrative facilities, each an essay in monumental classicism, inspired the “City
Beautiful” movement. Architects and landscape architects, regarding spaces, parks, and
buildings as civic art, became noted as much for their planning activities in remaking America’s
urban fabric as for individual building commissions. The American university campus was
uniquely suited to this City Beautiful enterprise inasmuch as it was a large, densely inhabited
place under the sustained control of a single authority. A “University Beautiful” movement
touched countless colleges and universities during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Its goal
was to make the campus an idealized setting, dedicated to the physical expression of exalted
ideas.
A catalyst in the re-making of the University in the Beaux Arts image was a major
calamity in the University’s history: the fire of October 27, 1895, that gutted Jefferson’s Rotunda
and the adjoining Annex. From early on, the disaster was viewed by some as an opportunity to
enlarge and improve existing facilities--”not simply,” as Rector W. C. N. Randolph wrote to the
Board, “to restore the beauty and conveniences of the establishment, but to increase its
usefulness by providing facilities more ample and splendid than we have heretofore enjoyed for
our scholastic work.”
In pursuit of this goal, the University selected McKim, Mead & White, the nation’s most
important architecture firm, to supervise the reconstruction effort. Stanford White looked to the
Rotunda’s Roman source, the Pantheon, as a model in designing a single circular room beneath
the Rotunda’s dome, its walls to be lined with books. In his creation of the portico on the
Rotunda’s north side (toward what is now University Avenue)--its monumentality increased by
new ranges of classrooms on each side of the portico--White gave the building, and the northern
face of the University, a more imposing aspect. In the courtyards formed by the new wings and
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on the raised terrace where the Robert Mills Annex had stood, White proposed a formal scheme
of walks and plantings--a classic instance of Beaux Arts design.
In reclaiming the classroom and auditorium space lost in the fire’s destruction of the
Rotunda Annex, White and University officials introduced the greatest change to the Lawn since
Jefferson’s time. Before the conflagration, the southern end of Jefferson’s compound had
remained open, framing a magnificent prospect of the mountains beyond. A new complex of
academic buildings--Cabell, Cocke, and Rouss Halls--was now erected on the South Lawn, with
Cabell Hall closing off the vista. Among the motives for the decision may have been a desire to
buffer the University from “Canada,” an enclave of free African Americans and persons of
mixed race, which had grown up around the base of the Lawn.
Despite the closing off of the Jeffersonian vista, the buildings respected the University’s
original plan in several ways. To control the scale of what would be an enormous central
building, White contrived to build Cabell Hall into the slope of a new terrace formed by
extending the Lawn southward. By this means a five-story building could be made to appear as
one story and a mezzanine when viewed from the Lawn. Raised pergolas afforded elevated
vantage points from which to recover the lost view to the mountains. With a characteristic
Beaux Arts concern for the ensemble, the pergolas also provided strong visual connections
between Cabell, the centerpiece of White’s design, and the two subordinate buildings flanking it,
Cocke and Rouss Halls.
At the same time, however, the separate functions of these three buildings responded to
the increasing specialization of academic disciplines and the new importance of technical fields.
As Mechanical and Physical laboratories, respectively, Cocke and Rouss Halls took their place
quite literally alongside the humanities, represented by the “Academical Building,” known today
as Cabell Hall.
Beaux Arts planning determined the future shape of the University as well. White
proposed a broad walkway between Jefferson’s Lawn and the new ensemble of classroom
buildings, along which transverse axis additional groups of buildings were to be located.
White’s plan was never fully implemented, but it is visible today in the walkway connecting
Randall Hall to the east and Garrett Hall to the west, ending at McCormick Road.
These two buildings, the former completed in 1899 and the latter in 1908, embodied
further changes to Jefferson’s conception of the University in response to broader trends. Garrett
Hall was built as a “Commons” building, in which, for the first time in the University’s history,
students could dine together at a common mess--an important departure from the boarding
arrangements first instituted by Jefferson and accommodated in the Hotels. In this innovation,
University officials followed the lead of Ivy League schools, where similar facilities had been
modeled on spaces and social conventions prevalent in the venerable Colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge. The wainscoted and stuccoed interior of Garrett Hall, adorned with portraits and
other memorabilia, echoed the genteel connotations of such spaces and sought to foster a
community spirit among the University as a whole. For its part, Randall Hall, a dormitory built
to meet the need created by rising enrollments, was the first modern residential hall at the
University. Designed by Paul Pelz, architect of the Library of Congress, its 43 rooms distributed
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along double-loaded corridors broke definitively with the earlier pattern of University
dormitories on the Lawn and the other ranges.
Alderman Administration: Master Plans and Professional Education
A later master plan in the Beaux Arts tradition was produced by distinguished landscape
architect Warren Manning of Boston. Drawing on his experience as assistant landscape architect
for the World’s Columbian Exposition and as an on-site supervisor for construction of the
grounds at Biltmore, the vast estate of the Vanderbilts near Asheville, North Carolina, Manning
began to study the University in 1906. By 1913, he had proposed a series of quadrangles aligned
with the existing complex, each devoted to buildings serving a particular function. Although,
like White’s plan, Manning’s was never fully executed, the principles it laid down would remain
influential until the 1950s. In particular, planners continued to respect the orthogonal geometry
of the original Jefferson compound and the scheme of functional zoning that Manning
established, stipulating residential units to the south and west, medical facilities to the east, and
fraternities on Carr’s Hill and around Mad Bowl.
Most influential in the development of the new quadrangles was the University’s first
President, Edwin Alderman. The pressures of restoring and expanding the University in the
wake of the Rotunda fire had revealed the weakness of an administrative structure with no
permanent executive. Prior to Alderman’s appointment in 1904, the University’s chief officer,
Chairman of the Faculty, had served for a term of one year. Critics argued that it was simply
impossible for that officer to give adequate attention to teaching duties as well as to the growing
burden of administering the University. A dynamic, visionary individual and a nationally
recognized figure in the field of educational reform, Alderman intended to elevate the status of
all professional schools at the University.
The Law School was widely regarded as the University’s most prestigious program, yet it
had long occupied inelegant quarters in the basement of the Rotunda. President Alderman saw to
the creation of Minor Hall on a site overlooking the large ravine in front of Garrett Hall. The
declivity between Minor and Cocke was reserved for an amphitheater.
The creation of an Education school, and the elevation of teaching to professional status,
may have been Alderman’s favorite project. True to Manning’s proposals, the school was
situated west of Jefferson’s original enclosure, and the building, Peabody Hall, was to be the
centerpiece of a large quadrangle, with West Range forming the opposite side. As Garrett and
Minor Halls pushed Jefferson’s orthogonal grid to the south, the completion of this building in
1914 pushed into the lands west of the original compound.
In his concern for promoting professional education at the University, President
Alderman saw to the completion of a hospital (begun in 1899), in the zone to the east of the
Lawn. A larger hospital would allow medical students to receive their clinical experience at the
University, rather than departing for other institutions, as had been the practice. Inspired by
continental models and designed, like Randall Hall, by Pelz, the University Hospital was to
incorporate a series of visually distinct pavilions, all connected by a single longitudinal corridor,
allowing for phased construction and subsequent extension of the complex.
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To the north of the Lawn lay the area Manning designated for fraternities, on Carr’s Hill
and around Mad Bowl. Social fraternities had existed at the University since the middle of the
19th century, but only at the beginning of the 20th century did the residential infrastructure of
present-day fraternity life at the University come into existence. The first two components of a
quadrangle of houses to the north of the Bayly Museum were built in 1911; the third component
of what Manning’s 1913 plan showed as a three-sided court was completed in 1922. On the back
side of Carr’s Hill two other fraternities, built in 1914 and 1927-28, were sited in accordance
with Manning’s plan.
This area also housed a constellation of athletic facilities. In the last decades of the 19th
century, collegiate athletics increasingly focused on competitive sports. At the University, these
activities centered on a large, low-lying area north of University Avenue. Here, the local YMCA
chapter--the first university chapter in the nation, founded in 1858--independently created an
enormous athletic field, known today as Madison Bowl, “Mad Bowl” for short. Following
shortly upon its creation, in 1892-93 a new gymnasium, Fayerweather Hall, was constructed.
The intended relationship between the two facilities is evident in the provision of an open deck
on the building’s eastern flank, for viewing athletic events on the field below.
Alderman and Manning also sought to formalize the University’s “vernacular” landscape
and to better define its relationship to the surrounding area. A stone wall with battered gate piers
and spherical stone finials was erected along University Avenue and later at the entrance to
Lambeth Field. The “Senff Gate”--a new portal acknowledging the growing importance of
vehicular access from the east, a consequence of the new hospital with its porte-cochère and
circular drive--and the “Chain Gate,” providing access to Jefferson Park Avenue via an extension
of Hospital Drive, were built in 1915. A series of sculptures erected at strategic points around
the Grounds between 1907 and 1915, depicting Homer, Jefferson, and Washington, further
reflected the concern for visual coherence and the aesthetic character of the University grounds.
The Rediscovery of Jefferson’s Architecture
As the developing University took the impress of the University Beautiful movement, the
University’s own historical legacy actually helped shape that movement. Classicism, important
to Beaux Arts architects, was a central aspect of the University Beautiful movement. Jefferson’s
version of classicism took on special significance for American architects in this time when a
need was felt to create a distinctive American architecture, rooted in the national character.
Seeking a strength the nation might draw from its heritage in order to address the challenges of
mass immigration, race riots, and Bolshevism, American practitioners turned to the classicallyderived architecture of the American colonies and of the early republic. During this period
Jefferson’s architecture first came to the attention of American architects and landscape
designers, thanks in particular to the studies published by such University-affiliated Jefferson
scholars as Manning, William Lambeth, and Fiske Kimball. Their work influenced what became
known as the Colonial Revival in architecture.
The use of Jefferson’s own architecture as a model, soon to affect public and particularly
collegiate design nationwide, found its first practical application at the University itself,
beginning with Fayerweather Gymnasium. The first free-standing University building
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constructed since Jefferson’s death to take the form of a classical temple, Fayerweather was
regarded by one of its architects, John Kevan Peebles, as a literal quotation from Jefferson’s
earlier works (despite its many Victorian attributes, since pointed out by Richard Guy Wilson).
The classical allusions of the University buildings designed by McKim, Mead, and White
connected to Jefferson’s tradition; Madison Hall, although built, owned, and operated by the
YMCA, made unmistakable reference to the Jeffersonian classical style in its organization and
the selection of its materials. The Steele Wing at the northern extremity of University Hospital,
designed by Walter Dabney Blair, was pointedly Jeffersonian in massing, materials, and detail.
Minor and Peabody Halls were also built in the red-brick/classical manner by then emerging as
the sanctioned architectural style for University buildings; so too were the fraternities on Carr’s
Hill and surrounding Mad Bowl.
By the time of the construction of Lambeth Field with its colonnade, the classical vision
was shaping the national campus environment. Ground was broken for Lambeth Field in 1903,
the same year that Harvard University unveiled the first concrete stadium built for intercollegiate
football--the term and the form of the stadium, as well as the very idea of athletic competition,
drawing its authority from classical antiquity. If the University was following the Ivy League
colleges in constructing its first purpose-built athletic field, those colleges and others across the
nation could be said to have been following the University in the new commitment to classicism
in architecture.
1920: NEW BUILDINGS, NEW LANDS
THE CONTINUED EXPANSION AND COMPLEXITY OF THE UNIVERSITY REQUIRED THE
REPLACEMENT OF BUILDINGS WHOSE USEFULNESS HAD BEEN OUTGROWN. ALTHOUGH
CARRIED OUT IN THE RECOGNIZABLE CLASSICAL STYLE THAT HONORED JEFFERSON’S OWN
ARCHITECTURAL IDIOM, THE SIZE AND NEW PURPOSES OF THESE BUILDINGS NECESSITATED
BREAKING THE BOUNDS OF JEFFERSON’S VISION, TAKING MODELS FROM NATIONAL TRENDS IN
COLLEGIATE BUILDING, AND OCCUPYING SITES FAR FLUNG FROM THE LAWN.
This period, framed by the ends of two wars and the subsequent return of hundreds of
young men to the rolls of the University, saw continued expansion of the University’s physical
plant. The architecture of new buildings showed continued allegiance to classicism, in emulation
of Jefferson’s model if not always adhering to his distinctive interpretation of the classical style.
The major new constructions of the early 1920s were designed by the important national
figure Fiske Kimball, chair from 1919 to 1923 of the Architecture Department. This department,
of which Kimball was the first chair, was part of the new School of Fine Arts funded by Paul
Goodloe McIntire. As a complement to this program, McIntire funded and Kimball designed the
amphitheater in the declivity between Cocke and Minor Halls, with Garrett Hall to the north.
This classical building of the Tuscan order had no particular reference to Jefferson’s work,
beyond their shared classical provenance. Memorial Gymnasium--three times the size of
Fayerweather Gym, and one of several structures of this time created to replace a smaller
building with the same function-- showed a similarly classical if not especially Jeffersonian
derivation. The new gymnasium followed Charles F. McKim’s Penn Station in being modeled
on the great baths of ancient Rome. The Rugby Faculty Apartments was Kimball’s only literal
essay in the Jeffersonian classical style.
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Kimball’s last major effort before leaving the University was devoted to planning for the
growth of the Hospital and Medical School. President Alderman wanted a building for the
Medical School, to help assure that school’s future. Kimball designed a wing for the hospital
that duplicated Walter Dabney Blair’s Steele Wing. By its replication in this and subsequent
projects, notably the Medical School, Blair’s wing fixed the architectural style followed at the
Hospital over the next twenty years, and so created the public face of the University’s medical
establishment.
To help direct the University’s accelerating development, President Alderman convened
an Architectural Commission, consisting of John Kevan Peebles, architect of Fayerweather Hall,
R. E. Lee Taylor, designer of Lambeth Colonnade; Edmund S. Campbell, chair of the
Architecture Department from 1927 to 1950; Walter Dabney Blair; and Thomas W. Sears,
landscape architect. Alderman requested the commission to look “over the whole terrain
capable of new development, forward fifty years or more.” Among the first projects undertaken
by the commission was the complex of eight residence halls to be constructed on the western
slope of Monroe Hill. To create a level plot of ground, a large terrace was cut out of the western
side of Monroe Hill, bounded by stone retaining walls above and below. The classical detailing
and traditional materials of these buildings, while not strictly Jeffersonian, were deemed a
continuation of the University’s architectural character, for which Jefferson’s compound
remained the keynote.
The internal deployment of these buildings was modeled on a contemporary complex of
dormitories at the Harvard Business School, which had been laid out on the “separate entry” plan
prevalent in the quadrangular colleges of Oxford and Cambridge. Each stair served two suites
per floor, each suite housing two persons. This scheme reflected a heightened concern with
preserving the residential, collegiate ideal of the American University--the ideal of
undergraduate students living together and learning as a community.
As these dormitories were nearing completion, work began on construction of an
academic building west of the Lawn complex--a further response to the University’s growing
enrollment. Monroe Hall’s placement and orientation reflected the architects’ desire to complete
a formal space in front of Peabody Hall, to align that space with Jefferson’s buildings, and to
maintain a significant relationship to Monroe Hill, from which the new building had taken its
name.
In time, the continuing growth of the University brought planners to an important
decision: the lands on either side of McCormick road were now designated for development.
The construction of Scott Stadium between 1929 and 1931 initiated development in the area
beyond Emmet Street. A facility of the scale demanded by the rapidly increasing student
population and the continuing growth of intercollegiate athletics required suitable terrain and
ready means of access. These factors led the commissioners to choose a site adjoining
McCormick Road, near the base of Observatory Mountain. The concentrations of traffic this
facility was expected to create, along with the increased importance of the automobile generally,
prompted improvements in road systems adjoining the University, including the extension of
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Emmet Street, accompanied by the construction of an overpass for McCormick Road, and the
creation of Alderman Road.
The intensive development of the lands along McCormick Road began with the
construction of a new home for the Law School and its growing library. The Law School’s
preeminence vis-à-vis the other professional schools was honored by the hilltop location chosen
for Clark Hall, a site regarded by the Commission as the most important remaining on the
University grounds. The dignity of the building was heightened by the distance at which it was
set from the road, by the Corinthian order of its exterior (an enrichment lavished on no other of
the Commission’s buildings), and by the sky-lit Memorial Hall with its Doric order, travertine
marble finishes, and painted murals by Allyn Cox.
Another new building necessitated by outgrown facilities was the library ultimately
named after President Alderman, who died in 1931. The Rotunda, despite its continued
importance as a symbol of the University, no longer sufficed to house the University’s library.
Completed in 1938, during the administration of Alderman’s successor, John L. Newcomb, and
designed by architect R. E. Lee Taylor, the massive building was kept in scale by its situation in
a deep ravine.
Alderman Library was funded through grants from the Works Progress Administration
(WPA). As a result of the Great Depression and the economic measures aimed at spending the
American economy back to health, the 1930s witnessed the largest federal investment in higher
education since the Land Grant College Act of 1862. Another structure that benefited from this
funding was Thornton Hall, the first academic building to be constructed west of Emmet Street.
Fulfilling Alderman’s long- standing desire to house a professional school in Engineering, this
building, completed in 1935, conformed to the grid established by Jefferson’s buildings, and so
stood at angle to McCormick Road--the last major building at the University to do so. Its
completion inaugurated the three-decade process of creating a new science complex.
With the onset of World War II, even federal funds became scarce, and major
construction decelerated. The majority of projects during Newcomb’s presidency consequently
involved the enlargement or renovation of existing facilities. Most prominent among these was
the University Hospital, the exponential growth of the hospital plant during this period reflecting
the growing specialization, competence, and complexity of medicine itself. The creation of
many of the structures built during this period required the demolition of antebellum structures,
such as William Pratt’s gatehouse (the “Chateau Front and Back”), much of Dawson’s Row, and
the Anatomical Theater, designed by Jefferson himself, that once stood in front of the present
location of Alderman Library. Although continuing to be centered on the Lawn, and honoring its
designer in the style of its architecture, the University’s size and complexity in this period were
beginning to compel development in unexpected directions.
1950: THE SUBURBAN CAMPUS
THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL FUNDING--THROUGH THE GI BILL AND THE COLD WAR FUNDING OF
EDUCATION, PARTICULARLY IN THE SCIENCES--COMBINED WITH THE EFFECT OF SOCIAL
CHANGES SUCH AS RACIAL INTEGRATION TO MAKE UNPRECEDENTED DEMANDS ON THE
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UNIVERSITY’S CAPACITY TO GROW. THE UNIVERSITY IN THIS PERIOD EMBRACED OUTLYING
LANDS--AND, FOR THE FIRST TIME, MODERN ARCHITECTURAL STYLES.
By 1947, when Colgate Darden took over the University’s presidency, enrollment had
grown to more than 5000 students, well beyond the highest pre-war level. During his tenure,
Darden oversaw continued expansion as a result of this surge in enrollment as well as the postwar growth in the importance of teaching and research in the sciences: federal dollars were
driving the expansion of higher education, partly a consequence of the rift with the Soviet Union
and the resultant conviction that the nation must keep pace with its foes in the fields of education
and science. One immediate concern was the completion of another project along McCormick
Road, an enormous complex of dormitories. These residences were an effort to house many
veterans attending school on the GI Bill--students who had at first been warehoused in a village
of trailers at Copeley Hill. Although the University’s rapidly expanding needs made extensive
new construction like this on the periphery of the Grounds inevitable, Darden hoped to
counteract the centrifugal effects of such development. By various means, he sought to direct
student life back to the Lawn and thus ensure that Jefferson’s compound would always remain
the heart of the University.
Darden Administration: Expanding the Periphery, Preserving the Core
The rapid growth in the importance of science and technology, under the influence of
Cold War priorities, led to the development of graduate programs in chemical, civil, electrical,
and mechanical engineering, nuclear physics, and engineering physics, as well as undergraduate
degrees in aeronautical engineering and engineering physics in the early 1950s. By 1950, a
“high voltage lab” was under construction, and Thornton Hall, the original Engineering school,
was to be enlarged three times, to accommodate the chemical engineering department and lab
(1950), programs in aeronautical and mechanical engineering (1959), and expansion of the civil
engineering program (1959). Directly across McCormick Road, a new building for the Physics
Department was completed in 1954. Eventually a nuclear reactor (now decommissioned) was
built as well.
Other professional schools prospered also. In 1954 a School of Business Administration
commenced operations at Monroe Hall. The University’s medical center saw many advances: a
new support facility and a new cancer center were designed in 1949, foreshadowing a much
larger expansion of University Hospital, adding hundreds of new beds. The design of the
hospital expansion illustrated Darden’s commitment to preserving the character of the Lawn.
Assuming the form of a high-rise tower, the project reoriented the facility to face Jefferson Park
Avenue, significantly reducing traffic around the Jefferson core and so helping to restore its
contemplative character.
Darden’s wish to preserve the centrality of the Lawn in the experience of University
students expressed itself in other ways as well. Eligibility for residence on the Lawn was
extended beyond Virginia residents to all students without regard to geographical origin. In
addition, consciously following Jefferson’s precedent in distributing pavilions among the heads
of various departments, Darden announced that each of six schools would be represented by at
least one resident professor--College and Graduate Studies, Law, Medicine, Engineering,
Education, and Business Administration. Meanwhile, the physical condition of Lawn itself was
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addressed. Missing trees were re-established on the Lawn, and the Garden Club of Virginia was
authorized to restore the missing garden walls and redesign the gardens in Colonial Revival
style. Alden Hopkins, landscape architect of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, and his
successor in that position, Donald Parker, provided plans for restoring the west and east gardens
in 1952 and 1965 respectively.
Out of the same concern for restoring the sense of community at the University, and
mindful of what the GI Bill had done to alter the University’s demographic complexion and
social character, Darden proposed a new student center. To counter what he saw as the social
exclusion implicit in the fraternities and social societies that had dominated campus life for
nearly a century, Darden secured state funding for the building, named for President Newcomb
and completed in 1958. Like so many of the sizable additions to the University, Newcomb Hall
was built into a slope to avoid challenging the scale of adjacent structures.
The centerpiece of Darden’s effort to refocus University life on the Lawn was New
Cabell Hall. Mandated by the need for additional academic space in the College of Arts and
Sciences brought about by the soaring post-war enrollment, the structure--built into a slope
below the south end of the Lawn--assured that all students would continue to know and draw
inspiration from Jefferson’s compound, moving through and around it on a daily basis.
In another way, too, New Cabell Hall was designed to honor the University’s origins.
Like virtually every other major building completed during Darden’s administration--the
McCormick Road Residences, Newcomb Hall, the Physics Building, Kerchof Hall (the latter
serving as living quarters for trainees in the Judge Advocate General School)--it was designed by
Eggers and Higgins, the successor firm of John Russell Pope, architect of the Jefferson
Memorial. Eggers and Higgins continued the practice of building in the familiar Colonial
Revival style, if with little relationship to Jefferson’s particular brand of classicism. The use of
great, circular-head windows set with concentric arches of brick masonry became a familiar
element in University buildings of this time.
Shannon Administration: Modern Needs, Modern Styles
Social changes already under way during Darden’s time accelerated during the
administration of Edgar Shannon, appointed as Darden’s successor in 1959. The University’s
student body took on a new face, and so did its architecture, which had shown remarkable
consistency for over half a century, dating back to the origins of the University Beautiful
movement.
Assisted by future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, Gregory Swanson became,
in 1950, the first black applicant to gain admission to the University, as a student of Law.
However, another fifteen years would pass before remaining barriers to the routine admission of
black students would finally be removed. Passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 finally ended
the legality of racial segregation and so compelled the University to open its doors to black
students on a footing equal to that of whites. In 1971, in response to a faculty committee’s
recommendation--and to an order from a panel of three federal judges--women were admitted to
the University. By 1972, females composed 45% of the entering class.
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The completion of Gwathmey House in 1970 augmented the space available for female
students; black students required no distinct accommodation. Over the longer term, however,
changing demographics would profoundly affect the University’s physical plant: if the inclusion
of black and female students was not to exclude others traditionally favored, larger enrollments
would be necessary. For this and a host of other reasons, the University continued to grow at a
breathtaking pace during Shannon’s presidency.
The social ferment that began in the 1960s--a ferment that had countless effects,
including an end to the custom of wearing coats and ties to class--was mirrored by a
revolutionary change in the architecture of University buildings. Like many other universities,
Virginia had resisted modern architecture. The International Style, influenced by American
architect Frank Lloyd Wright and strongly promoted by the teaching and commissions of
European émigrés Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies Van der Rohe, sought to capture the spirit
of modern industrial society by using mass-produced materials--steel, glass, and concrete--in the
honest expression of function and of structural forces.
Modern architecture not only challenged the authority of the classical style prevalent at
the University and other campuses, but in its striking difference from that style posed a potential
threat to the integrated, harmonious environment universities had nurtured through their master
plans. In 1949, Joseph Hudnut, then dean of the Harvard School of Design, spoke out against the
idea of master plans, which he considered “grand compositions corsetting the body of a live and
unpredictable creature.” As an alternative to the master plan, Hudnut emphasized flexible
development, based on principles of growth and always open to change.
Many professionals shared Hudnut’s view, and the importance of the master plan
diminished noticeably in the years after World War II. Without an overarching concept to define
a university’s physical properties, the individual building and its site, disconnected from their
surroundings, became the primary unit for campus planning. These changes, together with the
new prevalence of the automobile, imparted a suburban character to post-war development on
most American campuses. Like American cities, colleges and universities sprawled over the
land, following the transportation network.
Under Shannon’s administration, the University embraced several aspects of this reaction
against the University Beautiful with its coherent plan and classical architecture. One significant
change was the diffusion of decision-making in the design of new buildings across numerous
committees, subject to advocacy by influential students and staff. This diffusion was the result
of Shannon’s effort to democratize decision-making and to cope with the growing complexity of
the University organism. No single panel of architects was deputized to enforce a grand vision
or to make development cohere as before. At the same time, the growing consensus in favor of
modernism in the design profession nationwide had its impact upon members of the Virginia Art
Commission, which oversaw the design of state buildings. As a result, several notable buildings
in modern styles were erected under Shannon’s watch.
Gilmer Hall was the first significant example of modern architecture to be completed at
the University. During the late 1950s, members of the Virginia Art Commission and
representatives from various University committees deemed the modern style especially fitting
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for projects involving technology and the sciences. Originally conceived as the “Life Sciences
Building,” Gilmer Hall was to be the centerpiece of a larger science compound, to include
structures for Chemistry and other sciences in addition to a library. In 1962, Ballou and Justice
of Richmond, working with Stainback and Scribner of Charlottesville, designed the building in
the contemporary style of Edward Durrell Stone, for whom the masonry screen had become a
kind of signature in 1954, when his design for the U. S. Embassy in New Delhi appeared on the
cover of Architectural Record. His style was adapted with acknowledgments to Jefferson,
including Flemish-bond brickwork with ruled joints and, for the auditorium, undulating walls
recalling those of the pavilion gardens. This merger of the modern and traditional came to
characterize most work from the Shannon era.
University Hall perhaps provided the best opportunity to promote new styles in
architecture, since its function defied historical solutions. Intercollegiate basketball was an
enterprise near to the hearts of students and alumni alike, and the University’s admission in 1953
to the Atlantic Coast Conference--which has since become the greatest basketball conference in
the nation--placed its athletic programs in direct competition with others in the region. Lawrence
Anderson’s design for the roof of University Hall incorporated aspects of the approach of two
contemporary masters of the medium of reinforced concrete. American architect Eero
Saarinen’s buildings were sculptural, metaphorical, and thus romantic, suggesting a bird
(TWA/New York), an aerofoil (Dulles), and a gateway (St. Louis). Italian engineer Pier Luigi
Nervi’s buildings, on the other hand, were pure structure, each diagramming and abstracting the
forces acting on it. Like Nervi’s work, Anderson’s University Hall exploited the expressive
power of a structural idea. Like Saarinen’s best buildings, it made visual reference to an
extrinsic shape--in this case, the dome of Jefferson’s Rotunda, which Anderson transmuted with
a series of thin-shell concrete vaults to admit natural light. The Jefferson connection was
strengthened by contrasting the white dome with red brick walls.
With the construction of University Hall began the development of “North Grounds,” an
enclave of large-scale facilities where, until recently, the approved style remained resolutely
modern, but not stridently so. The development of North Grounds was undertaken in an effort to
cope with the explosive growth of the University. First among these new facilities were the
Copeley Hill housing units, replacing the trailers that had occupied this ground since the end of
World War II. Modern in form but clothed with Flemish-bond brickwork, these buildings
reflected an attempt to establish a new design vocabulary while harmonizing with the
University’s architectural traditions. These buildings were identical to multi-family units at
Piedmont, produced by the same designer. Subsequently, the Law School and the Darden
Business School moved to North Grounds, forming a kind of satellite campus.
The administration’s focus on modernism and future development did not reflect a lack
of interest in the past--far from it. The reclamation of Jefferson’s original compound, begun
during Darden’s administration, continued. Chinese railings conforming to Jefferson’s original
designs were installed atop the colonnades after removal of iron railings dating from the mid19th century. New walks of brick, laid herringbone fashion, crossed the Lawn and replaced the
concrete walks of the colonnades, where additional paving was laid to protect the columns from
staining by splashback from the red clay soil. (The concrete walks of the Ranges still remain.)
Most important, the restoration of Jefferson’s Rotunda, first proposed in the 1950s, now moved
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forward under the direction of Jefferson scholar Frederick D. Nichols, and funded by private and
federal government sources.
Looking forward to the time when the University would outgrow extant buildings,
Shannon acquired two historic properties: Morea, situated nearby on Sprigg Lane, and the
Birdwood Tract, 550 acres of undeveloped land adjacent to Ivy Road, on which an important
antebellum dwelling and its ancillary service buildings still stood.
At the beginning of Shannon’s presidency, Colgate Darden had remarked that the
architectural needs of the University had been satisfied for the foreseeable future, and he advised
his successor that the focus could now shift to building the faculty. Shannon applied himself to
building both the University’s faculty and its physical plant. His efforts modernized the
University while continuing the preserve its historic distinction. As a result of these efforts, the
University of Virginia took its place among the nation’s distinguished institutions of learning.
CONCLUSION
AS WE APPROACH THE BICENTENNIAL OF THE UNIVERSITY’S FOUNDING, OUR RESPONSIBILITY
IS CLEAR: TO ACT THOUGHTFULLY AND BUILD JUDICIOUSLY AS WE CONTINUE TO HONOR, AND
ADD TO, THE LONG BUILDING LEGACY OF THIS INSTITUTION--A LEGACY THAT BEGINS WITH
JEFFERSON AND CONTINUES TO THIS VERY DAY.
If this history teaches us anything, it is that higher education, though concerned with
minds and ideas, is rooted in place and circumstance. Among the man-made places that
comprise our everyday surroundings, none has been conceived with greater care or more
sustained consideration than America’s colleges and universities. They are a national treasure.
Like no other place in America, the campus embodies the highest purposes of our society,
expressed through art and architecture.
No one understood this relationship between buildings, landscapes, and ideas better than
Thomas Jefferson, whose completed University diagrammed a lifetime of social and educational
thought. While Jefferson’s idea of the University formed itself around the metaphor of a village,
later thinkers conceived of the university as a city. Both constructs make the point that
universities are communities, subject to and reflecting the social, intellectual, and aesthetic
trends that drive the larger society. Yet each remains a place apart, an ideal setting in which to
build an idealized community. This has been true for campuses across the nation, yet in every
instance the idea has found a unique expression, each time creating a distinctive sense of place.
Nowhere is this more evident than at the University of Virginia, an institution united by
powerful visual themes and by a distinctive culture. Today we revere Jefferson’s buildings for
their beauty and for their association with a beloved Founder, but they are equally important for
the ideas they first embodied, for the subsequent history that is bound up in them, and for the
larger social and aesthetic trends they represent. This way of understanding Jefferson’s buildings
offers a basis upon which to understand and appreciate the many structures created after his
death.
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In the years since 1826, the University has become a diary of our national life, reflecting
changes in art, architecture, politics, religion, and technology. Because these changes are
ongoing, the University is, and will ever remain, a work in progress. Like books on the shelves
of a great library, the University’s buildings and landscapes serve as touchstones of our cultural
memory. Like those same books, some buildings outlive their functions and will be replaced.
Certain others have enduring value, and will be preserved. The task of distinguishing between
these extremes--and all the shades of difference between--demands our utmost care. To assist in
that task, the following study provides a framework for assessing the importance of 120
buildings and 24 core landscapes in regard to the University’s unique history and their
participation in larger themes of the American story.
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